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ABSTRACT
The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) represents a primary source of predictability on the intraseasonal time
scales and its influence extends from seasonal variations to weather and extreme events. While the last decade has
witnessed marked improvement in dynamical MJO prediction, an updated estimate of MJO predictability from
a contemporary suite of dynamic models, in conjunction with an estimate of their corresponding prediction skill,
is crucial for guiding future research and development priorities. In this study, the predictability of the boreal
winter MJO is revisited based on the Intraseasonal Variability Hindcast Experiment (ISVHE), a set of dedicated
extended-range hindcasts from eight different coupled models. Two estimates of MJO predictability are made,
based on single-member and ensemble-mean hindcasts, giving values of 20–30 days and 35–45 days, respectively.
Exploring the dependence of predictability on the phase of MJO during hindcast initiation reveals a slightly
higher predictability for hindcasts initiated from MJO phases 2, 3, 6, or 7 in three of the models with higher
prediction skill. The estimated predictability of MJO initiated in phases 2 and 3 (i.e., convection in Indian Ocean
with subsequent propagation across Maritime Continent) being equal to or higher than other MJO phases implies
that the so-called Maritime Continent prediction barrier may not actually be an intrinsic predictability limitation.
For most of the models, the skill for single-member (ensemble mean) hindcasts is less than the estimated predictability limit by about 5–10 days (15–25 days), implying that significantly more skillful MJO forecasts can be
afforded through further improvements of dynamical models and ensemble prediction systems (EPS).
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1. Introduction
In the tropics, between the weather and the seasonal
time scales there is a dominant mode of intraseasonal
variability known as the Madden–Julian oscillation
(MJO; Madden and Julian 1971; Zhang 2005). It represents a primary source of predictability on the intraseasonal time scales and also modulates and influences
different scales of atmospheric and oceanic variability over the tropics and extratropics (Maloney and
Hartmann 2000a,b; Jones and Carvalho 2002; Zhang
and Gottschalck 2002; and many others). Hence, the
effective prediction of MJO can provide insight into the
statistical evolution or even extend the predictive skill of
a wide range of phenomena from synoptic scale to the
climate scale. This understanding has given significant
impetus to better simulate and forecast the MJO using
both dynamical and statistical methods (Waliser 2011).
Initial efforts toward MJO prediction using dynamical
models were marginally successful, with prediction skill
ranging from 7 to 10 days (e.g., Jones et al. 2000; Seo
et al. 2005), much less than that of the statistical models,
which exhibited up to 2 weeks of prediction skill (e.g., Lo
and Hendon 2000; Wheeler and Weickmann 2001; Jiang
et al. 2008). On the other hand, attempts toward estimating the predictability of the MJO indicated a limit
around 4 weeks, albeit with the models that were only
marginally successful at replicating the MJO (e.g.,
Waliser et al. 2003; Reichler and Roads 2005; Waliser
2006a). Recent predictability estimates by Pegion and
Kirtman (2008a) indicate even longer predictability for
the MJO in coupled simulations.
Past multimodel assessments of model performance for
the MJO (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Lin et al. 2006; Kim et al.
2009; Zhang et al. 2013) have indicated that inadequacies
in cumulus parameterization schemes (e.g., Maloney and
Hartmann 2001; Liu et al. 2005; Vitart et al. 2007), coarse
vertical resolution (Slingo et al. 1996; Inness et al. 2001),
and lack of air–sea coupling (e.g., Hendon 2000; Fu et al.
2007; Woolnough et al. 2007) were some of the factors
limiting the simulation of the MJO by GCMs. In addition
to these factors, MJO prediction using numerical weather
prediction models are further affected by the uncertainties in initial conditions arising from observational
errors and errors in the assimilation systems (Agudelo
et al. 2009; Fu et al. 2011). Through better model parameterizations, increased vertical resolution, improved
assimilation methodology and observation availability, and
in some cases the inclusion of ocean coupling (e.g., Fu et al.
2003; Fu and Wang 2004; Woolnough et al. 2007; Zheng
et al. 2004; Pegion and Kirtman 2008b), commendable
improvements have been made in the past decade in MJO
simulation and prediction (Waliser 2011). Specifically, the
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studies by Vitart and Molteni (2010), Rashid et al. (2011),
Seo et al. (2009), and Kang and Kim (2010) have shown
that skillful prediction of the boreal winter MJO can be
made up to 2–3 weeks in advance.
The developments highlighted above call for a systematic evaluation of the present-day MJO dynamical
prediction capabilities, particularly in light of continued and emerging interests in subseasonal prediction
(e.g., Vitart et al. 2012; Brunet et al. 2010; Moncrieff
et al. 2012) and gains made in model fidelity (Zhang
et al. 2013; Zhang and Van den Dool 2012). While assessments of MJO forecast skill are often performed by
different modeling centers, the forecast set ups, approaches for isolating MJO signals, and prediction skill
metrics are often diverse which do not afford a comprehensive and uniform assessment. To address this
need, the Asian Pacific Climate Center (APCC), the
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)–World
Weather Research Programme (WWRP)/The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment (THORPEX) Year of Tropical Convection
(YOTC) Project and MJO Task Force, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Climate Test Bed have developed and supported the Intraseasonal Variability Hindcast Experiment (ISVHE), which called for an extended-range,
multimodel hindcast dataset specifically targeting at
the ISV. The broad objectives of the ISVHE are to
assess the forecast skill and predictability of the ISV
including the MJO and related phenomena, in a multimodel framework, and to develop optimal strategies
for multimodel ensemble (MME) prediction of the
ISV. In a companion study, J.-Y. Lee et al. (2014, unpublished manuscript) provide an overview of the
ISVHE and analyses the hindcast skill of the participating models. Specifically, they evaluate the prediction skill of the boreal winter MJO using the ISVHE
multimodel hindcasts based on the real-time multivariate MJO (RMM) indices (Wheeler and Hendon
2004, hereafter WH04). The possibility of multimodel
ensemble prediction for the MJO is also explored in
that study, with the result that even simply constructed
multimodel ensembles were found to yield a prediction
skill out to 4 weeks.
In contrast to examinations of prediction skill, there
are fewer attempts to characterize the predictability of
the MJO, particularly using contemporary general circulation models (GCMs; Waliser 2011). One of the
earlier attempts for estimating MJO predictability was
made by Waliser et al. (2003) using ‘‘perfect model
forecasts’’ with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres (GLA) atmospheric GCM (AGCM). It was
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demonstrated that, for 200-hPa velocity potential, the
MJO predictability extended out to about 25–30 days
and to about 10–15 days for precipitation. Later,
Reichler and Roads (2005), using the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) seasonal forecast
model, estimated the MJO predictability in 200-hPa
velocity potential field to be about 4 weeks when the
model, initial, and boundary conditions were all perfect.
However, these estimates were based on AGCMs with
marginal ability to represent the MJO (Waliser 2006a).
Also, in these studies, the predictability of MJO was
analyzed in different dynamical fields (e.g., winds and
precipitation), and, as in the case of prediction skill estimates, diverse approaches were often adopted for
isolating the MJO signal. Later studies (e.g., Fu et al.
2007, 2008; Pegion and Kirtman 2008a) that investigated
the role of air–sea coupling on MJO predictability, using
different coupling configurations, revealed a longer
MJO predictability in fully coupled atmosphere–ocean
models. Based on an estimate of predictability involving
ensemble means, using the NCEP Climate Forecast
System (CFS; Saha et al. 2006), Pegion and Kirtman
(2008a) showed that the predictability of MJO extends
beyond 45 days. These predictability estimates based on
individual GCMs were dependent on how well the MJO
was captured by the models. The present-day dynamical
models have shown marked improvement in the representation of the MJO, and hence it is worth an attempt
to explore MJO predictability in present-day GCMs and
across different GCMs.
In the present study, we explore and characterize the
predictability of the boreal winter MJO based on the
ISVHE coupled model hindcasts using a common
methodology to quantify the gap between the presentday prediction skill and predictability of the MJO. The
details of the ISVHE dataset and the methodology for
isolating the MJO from model hindcasts and estimating
its predictability are provided in sections 2 and 3. The
predictability estimates from the eight models, including
the dependence of predictability on the amplitude and
phase of MJO at hindcast initiation, are presented in
section 4a. Analysis of whether the primary and secondary MJO events (Matthews 2008; Straub 2013) have
different predictability is also explored in this section.
The MJO prediction skills of the different models are
compared against the predictability estimates in section
4b. A brief analysis of the ability of the different ensemble prediction systems (EPS) to take into account
the total uncertainties from initial conditions and internal dynamics, and their efficiency in improving the
deterministic prediction skill is illustrated in section 4c.
A summary and conclusions from the present study are
provided in section 5.
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2. Hindcast data
The ISVHE was launched in 2009 and is jointly supported by the APCC, NOAA, Climate Variability and
Predictability (CLIVAR) Asian–Australian Monsoon
Panel, YOTC and MJO Task Force, and the Scientific
Steering Committee of Asian Monsoon Years (2007–12).
The ISVHE was designed to examine tropical intraseasonal variability as a whole, including the boreal
winter MJO and the boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) (e.g., Waliser 2006b). It consists of two sets of
experiments: 1) long ‘‘control’’ simulations (20 yr) to examine the participating models ability to represent the
intrinsic ISV modes and 2) hindcasts of at least 45-day
durations, initiated on the 10th day of every calendar
month (such that a large number of independent MJO
events are captured) and spanning about 20 yr. All the
participating models have mostly adhered to the guidelines set down by the ISHVE in generating the hindcasts.
However, there are some differences in the ensemble
generation approaches followed by different modeling
centers and in the number of ensembles. While some
modeling centers used time-lagged initial conditions
(Hoffman and Kalnay 1983) for ensemble generation,
others adopted the singular vector (Buizza and Palmer
1995; Molteni et al. 1996) or bred vector (Toth and Kalnay
1993, 1997) approaches. In this study, we have analyzed the
hindcasts for the winter season (November–March) from
eight coupled models from six centers, which include two
versions of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology coupled
model (ABOM1 and ABOM2), two versions of the
NCEP/Climate Prediction Center (CPC) coupled models
(CFS1 and CFS2), the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) coupled model
(JMAC), the coupled model of Euro-Mediterranean
Center on Climate Change (CMCC), and the Seoul
National University (SNU) coupled model (SNUC).
Table 1 gives the details of hindcast datasets from the
eight models. Further details of the ISVHE and the
participating models can be found in J.-Y. Lee et al. (2014,
unpublished manuscript). Daily averaged outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data from NOAA polar-orbiting
series of satellites (Liebmann and Smith 1996) and wind
fields from the NCEP–National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996)
represent the observed fields.

3. Methodology
To estimate predictability or prediction skill of the MJO,
it is necessary to isolate the MJO signal. Earlier approaches for isolating the MJO in model hindcasts often
involved applying bandpass filtering after appending
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TABLE 1. Details of hindcast data from the eight models used in this study.

Model(s)
ABOM1 (Colman et al.
2005)

ABOM2 (Cottrill et al.
2013)

Predictive Ocean–Atmosphere Model
for Australia (POAMA) 1.5
[Australian Community Ocean
Model, version 2 (ACOM2), and
Bureau of Meteorology Research
Centre (BMRC) Atmospheric
Model (BAM3)]
POAMA 2.4 (ACOM2 and BAM3)

CMCC (Scoccimarro
et al. 2011)

ECHAM5 and Ocean Parallelis
e 8.2
(OPA8.2)

ECMWF (Alves et al.
2004; Vialard
et al. 2005)
JMAC (JMA 2007;
Ishikawa et al. 2005)
CFS1 (Saha et al. 2006)

Integrated Forecast System (IFS)
and Hamburg Ocean Primitive
Equation Model (HOPE)
JMA coupled GCM (CGCM)

CFS2 (Saha et al. 2014)

SNUC (Kug et al. 2008)

NCEP/CPC CFS, version 1 [Global
Forecast System (GFS) and
Modular Ocean Model version 3
(MOM3)]
NCEP/CPC CFS, version 2 (GFS and
MOM3)
SNU coupled model (SNU AGCM
and MOM3)

observed data or model control simulation data before the
start of the model hindcasts (e.g., Jones et al. 2000). After
the introduction of the RMM indices by WH04, which are
based on an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis
of the combined fields of equatorially averaged 850- and
200-hPa zonal wind (U850 and U200), and NOAA OLR,
isolation of the MJO mode became possible without relying on time filtering. Recently, different variations of the
WH04 method were used in MJO prediction studies
(Vitart et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; Seo et al. 2009). While
some studies defined the RMM indices based on the observed MJO modes, others defined the indices based on
the intrinsic MJO modes derived from model control runs.
Since the intrinsic MJO-like variability differs greatly in
the ISVHE participating models, the second approach
would not suit our objective of evaluating the MJO predictability using a common metric. Hence, we use the
observed MJO mode following WH04 to isolate the MJO
signals in the model hindcasts (Gottschalck et al. 2010;
Sperber and Waliser 2008).
Starting from the daily hindcast fields of OLR, U850,
and U200 of any model, the corresponding model hindcast
climatologies are removed to obtain the bias corrected

Hindcast details

Ensemble size nk
(ensemble generation
method)

160-day hindcasts, 1980–2006:
initialized 1st day of every
month

10 (6-h lagged atmospheric
initial conditions)

100-day hindcasts, 1989–2009:
initialized 1st and 11th day of
every month
59-day hindcasts, 1989–2007:
initialized 1st, 11th and 21st day
of every month
56-day hindcasts, 1989–2008:
initialized 1st day of every
month
61-day hindcasts, 1989–2008:
initialized every 15th day
70-day hindcasts, 1981–2008:
initialized 2nd, 12th, and 22nd
day of every month

11 (perturbations using
coupled bred vectors)

44-day hindcasts, 1999–2010:
Initialized 1st, 11th, and 21st day
of every month
45-day hindcasts, 1990–2008:
Initialized 1st, 11th, and 21st day
of every month

5 (1-day lagged initial
conditions)
5 (different oceanic initial
conditions)
5 (perturbations using
singular vectors)
5 (1-day lagged initial
conditions)

4 (6-h lagged initial
conditions)
4 (6-h lagged initial
conditions)

anomaly fields. Following the WH04 methodology, the
interannual variability is further removed by subtracting
the previous 120-day mean (computed by appending the
corresponding observed anomaly fields before the hindcast anomaly fields) from each day’s anomaly fields
(Gottschalck et al. 2010). We have verified that removing
or retaining the interannual variability in the anomalies does
not qualitatively affect the predictability estimates made in
the study. The OLR, U850, U200 anomalous fields are then
latitudinally averaged between 158S and 158N and normalized by their respective zonal average values of temporal
standard deviations (again obtained from the observed
fields). Then the combined fields are projected on to the
WH04 combined EOF modes to obtain the MJO principal
component time series, RMM1 and RMM2, which represent the MJO signal in the model hindcast. The observed
RMM1 and RMM2 values are computed in a similar way
using observed fields of OLR, U850, and U200. Both the
observed and hindcast RMM indices are further normalized
by the standard deviation of the observed RMM indices.
Two approaches are adopted for measuring the predictability of MJO in the hindcasts. Both estimates of
predictability are based on the perfect model assumption.
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By perfect model forecasts or ‘‘identical twin forecasts,’’
we mean the forecasts made using the same model from
a control initial condition and a ‘‘perturbed’’ initial condition (obtained by perturbing the control initial condition) (e.g., Lorenz 1982). In the first method, which we
call the single-member estimate, the RMM1 and RMM2
values from any given hindcast ensemble member are
considered as the control MJO forecast and those from
every other ensemble member are considered as perturbed MJO forecasts. The divergence of these MJO
trajectories is calculated as a function of forecast lead.
The error is defined as the difference in forecast RMM1
and RMM2 between the hindcast deemed control and
each other ensemble member, as a function of lead time.
The error estimate formulation includes the contributions
from both RMM1 errors as well as the RMM2 errors [see
Eq. (1)] and is similar to the bivariate MJO metric for
prediction skill estimation employed by Lin et al. (2008).
Predictability is defined as the lead time at which the
difference or error from the perfect model hindcasts becomes as large as the average MJO amplitude in the
hindcasts. This method is similar to the methodology used
in earlier studies (e.g., Waliser et al. 2003; Liess et al. 2005;
Fu et al. 2007, 2008; Pegion and Kirtman 2008a), except
we use the RMMs of the hindcast in place of the time
filtering of specific fields adopted in that study.
Consider a model that produces J day-long ensemble
hindcasts (ensemble size nk) for N different initial
conditions spanning the November–March period of nyr
years. For a particular initial condition i at lead time j,
the error (the difference in RMM values for any two
ensemble member hindcasts k1 and k2) is defined as
k

k

E2ij 5 (RMM1ij1 2 RMM1ij2 )2
k

k

1 (RMM2ij1 2 RMM2ij2 )2 .

(1)

Here k1 represents the control and k2 represents the
perturbed forecast. The signal is computed from all the
control forecasts (k1) and defined as the average MJO
variance in a 51-day sliding window, as a function of
lead time. The observed RMM values prior to hindcast
initiation day were also used in the sliding window
computation of MJO variance. A 51-day window was
chosen to cover a full MJO cycle; however, there is not
much sensitivity of the signal estimate on the window
size. The signal corresponding to a particular initial
condition i at lead time j is computed by setting L 5 25
in Eq. (2),
S2ijk 5
1

1
2L 1 1
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L

å

t52L

k

k

1
1
(RMM1ij1t
)2 1 (RMM2ij1t
)2 .

(2)

The mean-square error for each lead day j is computed
over a total N 3 m1 cases [m1 control–perturbed (k1–k2)
pairs for a given initial condition, over N different initial
conditions]. For the single-member predictability estimate m1 takes the value of nk 2 1 factorial when all the
ensemble members are initialized the same day, while it
counts only those ensemble pairs initialized within a
maximum separation of 1 day when the ensemble members are initialized from time-lagged initial conditions,
hE2j i 5

1
N 3 m1

N

å

å

i51 m1 perfect model pairs

E2ij ,

(3)

and the mean signal for each lead day j is computed over
a total N 3 nk cases,
hS2j i 5

1
N 3 nk

N

nk

å å

i51 k1 51

S2ijk .
1

(4)

The single-member estimate of predictability is defined as the lead time at which the mean-square error
becomes as large as the mean signal: in other words, the
time lead at which small errors in initial conditions
would become as large as the modeled standard deviation of the MJO.
While this method estimates the predictability from the
individual hindcasts, we also attempt to estimate the
predictability of ensemble-mean hindcasts using a slight
alteration. Pegion and Kirtman (2008a) have shown that
the predictability of MJO associated with ensemble
means is longer than the predictability associated with
individual ensemble members. In the second method,
which we call the ensemble estimate, in the place of
measuring the error growth between two ensemble
member forecasts, the error growth is estimated for a
single ensemble member (control) and the ensemble
mean over all the other ensemble members (perturbed).
In Eq. (2), the superscript k2 would represent the RMM1
and RMM2 values averaged over all the ensemble
members other than k1. In computing the mean-square
error, m1 takes the value of ensemble size nk. The signal
estimate is same as that for the first method. To be consistent with the predictability estimation, the average
MJO hindcast skill is also measured in a similar way as the
predictability estimate, substituting the observed RMM
values in place of k2 in Eq. (1). Signal is computed from
the observed RMMs using Eq. (2). Ensemble-mean
hindcast skill is computed in a similar way using only the
ensemble-mean hindcast (averaged over all ensemble
members). The overall approach described above is
driven by this study’s primary objective of estimating the
predictability of the MJO, with a secondary objective of
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FIG. 1. Average error and signal estimates for the eight models for strong MJO initial conditions. Saturation of the blue solid error
growth curve (single-member estimate) with respect the signal (red solid) marks the MJO predictability for individual forecasts (denoted
by the black vertical line along with the corresponding number of forecast lead day in red in each panel) and saturation of the black solid
error growth curve (ensemble-mean estimate) with respect the signal (red solid) marks the MJO potential predictability for ensemblemean forecasts. Also shown as dashed lines are the 95% confidence estimates of error and signal. The solid red circle in each panel
represents the signal estimates based on observations. The table at the bottom-right gives the number of cases (N), corresponding to strong
MJO events at the time of initiation, used in the predictability estimates for each model.

comparing the predictability estimate from each model
with its corresponding prediction skill but using a common framework for the comparison.

4. Results and discussion
a. MJO predictability estimates
The predictability of the MJO was examined for the
eight models using the two approaches described above.
In Fig. 1, the average error (blue: single member
method; black: ensemble method) and average signal
estimates (red) are shown as a function of lead time for
all the hindcasts initiated from ‘‘strong’’ MJO events.
This means that in computing the average error and
average signal for any given model, hindcasts were only

included if the observed MJO amplitude, defined as
(RMM12 1 RMM22)1/2, was greater than 1.0 on day 0 of
the hindcast. Also, to ensure that the predictability estimates are not influenced by a bias in relative number of
cases in each MJO phase, an equal number of hindcasts
n were included in the predictability estimation for each
pair of MJO phases (phases 8 and 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and
6 and 7). Here, n was determined from the minimum of
the number of hindcasts occurring in the four groups.
The table in the bottom right corner of Fig. 1 gives the
total number of cases [N in Eqs. (3) and (4)] used in
predictability estimation, where N 5 4n. To give an idea
of how well the MJO signal in the model hindcasts
compares with the observed, the day-0 value of the average signal computed from observed RMMs is indicated by a solid red circle in each panel of Fig. 1. Based
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for model hindcasts from weak MJO initial conditions.

on Fig. 1, the single-member estimate of MJO predictability is obtained from the lead time at which the
(blue) error curve becomes as large as the (red) signal;
similarly, the ensemble estimate of MJO predictability is
obtained as when the (black) ensemble error curve becomes as large as the (red) signal. In six of the eight
models (except ABOM2 and CFS1), for both the singlemember and ensemble estimates, exponential error
growth is evident with a slower error growth phase for
the first few days of hindcast followed by a phase of
faster error growth. The single-member predictability
estimates of these six models exhibits a range of 24–30
days. In the other two models, ABOM2 and CFS1, the
error growth curve has a more linear character, with
abrupt error growth starting from day 1. The resulting
estimate of single-member predictability from these two
models is slightly lower, around 20 days. The differences
in the error growth among different models with very
similar values of initial error indicate that the error
growth on the intraseasonal time scale is not dependent
on the initial conditions alone but also could be governed

by the modeled processes themselves. In all the models,
the predictability estimate for the ensemble mean is much
higher than the estimate using single members. The ensemble estimate of predictability is more than 45 days for
ABOM1, ABOM2, and ECMWF and around 35–45 days
for all other models.
Figure 2 illustrates the same information as Fig. 1 but
for cases of weak MJO events: namely, based on all cases
when the MJO amplitude is less than 1.0 on day 0 of the
hindcast. Again, the table in the bottom right corner of
Fig. 2 gives the total number of cases [N in Eqs. (3) and
(4)] associated with weak MJO initial conditions. It is
seen that both the single-member and ensemble estimates of predictability are shorter than their respective
counterparts for strong MJO cases, as shown in Fig. 1. The
single-member predictability estimates are on the average
lower by around 5–10 days for weak MJO events in all
models except ABOM1, while for weak MJO cases the
average ensemble estimate of predictability is around 20–
30 days. The dependence of estimated predictability on
MJO amplitude was also noted by Waliser et al. (2003).
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FIG. 3. MJO predictability (days) estimates for the eight models
for (a) hindcasts initiated from different MJO phases and (b) primary and secondary MJO events. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval for the predictability estimates.

Although the MJO is observed as a globally propagating signal in circulation, the zonal asymmetries in the
surface boundary conditions, interactions, and character
of convective signature (e.g., Hendon and Salby 1994)
suggest the possibility that the MJO predictability may
depend on its phase. Lin et al. (2008) demonstrated such
a dependence on the phase of the MJO at initiation in
their estimates of prediction skill. They showed that
forecasts initialized with active convection over tropical
Africa and the Indian Ocean sectors (phases 1–3) have
higher skill than those initialized from other phases.
Such an initial-phase dependence, however, was not
clear in a similar study by Rashid et al. (2011). Hence,
the dependence of MJO predictability on the location of
MJO convection (identified from the eight RMM phases) at day 0 of hindcast is further examined using the
single-member estimate method (Fig. 3a). While no
significant dependence of predictability on initial MJO
phase is found in most of the models examined here, the
ABOM1, ABOM2, and ECMWF models exhibit some
sensitivity of predictability on the initial MJO phase
(Fig. 3a). For ABOM1 and ABOM2, the predictability
is found to be slightly higher when initialized from MJO
phases 2, 3, 6, and 7 as compared to those from phases 1,
8, 4, and 5. The difference in predictability between
these two groups is significant at the 95% confidence
level based on a Student’s t test. For the ECMWF model,
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hindcasts initialized from MJO phase 6 or 7 tend to have
significantly higher predictability than the rest (95%
confidence). The higher predictability for hindcasts initialized from MJO phases 2, 3, 6, and 7 may be related to
the stronger MJO amplitude over the Indian Ocean and
western Pacific. Another aspect of interest is that most
models exhibit predictability beyond 20 days for hindcasts initiated from phases 2 and 3: that is, hindcasts
involving convection in the Indian Ocean at lead 0 days
and propagation into the western Pacific over the subsequent 2–4 weeks. Both the simulation and forecasting
of MJO convection propagation across the Maritime
Continent have been found to be a hurdle for the
present-day GCMs (Inness et al. 2003; Inness and Slingo
2006; Vintzileos and Pan 2007) and it has been contemplated whether this difficulty arises from common
modeling deficiencies or whether an actual ‘‘Maritime
Continent prediction barrier’’ exists. The fact that in all
the models the predictability associated with hindcasts
initiated from phases 2 and 3 is as good as or even higher
than the predictability associated with other MJO phases implies that the Maritime Continent prediction
barrier might not be an actual predictability limitation.
An examination of the differences in MJO predictability
for different target MJO phases would shed more light
on this problem. However, it would require a more extensive hindcast experiment setup, ideally with extended hindcasts initiated from each calendar day.
Next we examine whether the MJO predictability
estimates obtained from Fig. 1 is affected by the nature
of the MJO events represented in the hindcast initial
conditions. By ‘‘nature,’’ we mean whether the MJO
event is part of a preceding MJO cycle (secondary
events) or it marks the initiation of a new MJO cycle
unrelated to any previous event (primary events). There
have been very few attempts to objectively identify
primary and secondary MJO events from observations
(e.g., Matthews 2008; Straub 2013). Of these, Straub
(2013) classified the observed MJO for the 1979–2012
period into primary, intensification, and secondary
events based on the RMM indices. Since we have used
the RMM indices for the predictability estimates in this
study, we adopt the Straub (2013) classification to
compare the predictability of primary and secondary
MJO events in the ISVHE hindcasts. According to
Straub (2013), a primary MJO event is defined as when
the RMM amplitude becomes greater than 1.0 and remains so through four subsequent RMM phases, after
being preceded by a period of ,1.0 amplitude for at least
7 days without any counterclockwise motion of the
RMM indices inside the unit circle. The final criterion
ensures that there were absolutely no MJO precursor
signals for a primary event. A secondary MJO event is
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identified as when the RMM index enters a particular
phase with amplitude greater than 1.0 after having
propagated through at least two prior phases with amplitude greater than 1.0 and subsequently propagates
through two successive phases with the greater than 1.0
amplitude. The number of primary initiation dates
identified from observations was very few, as compared
to the secondary and intensification cases. To have a
better sample size for our estimates we have redefined
the primary events by relaxing the final criteria used
in Straub (2013). When estimating the predictability
associated with primary and secondary MJO events
based on each model, the error and signal were calculated by including only those hindcasts whose day
0 falls within the 65-day interval of the primary and
secondary initiation dates identified from observations. The ABOM2, ECMWF, JMAC, and CFS1 models display a higher predictability for secondary MJO
events as compared to primary events (Fig. 3b). The
differences in predictability for primary and secondary
MJO events in these models were found to be significant at 95% confidence level using a Student’s t test.
The other four models do not show a significant difference in predictability for primary and secondary
MJO events.

b. Prediction skill versus predictability
The MJO prediction skill of a given model is a measure of how well the model is able to mimic the observed
MJO evolution and is limited by both the deficiencies in
model formulation as well as the errors in prescribing
the initial conditions. If we discard the errors resulting from model deficiencies (and thus have a perfect
model), the maximum attainable prediction skill, now
only sensitive to the errors in initial conditions, defines
MJO predictability, which was addressed above. For
each model, the MJO predictability estimates (from
Fig. 1) are contrasted against their respective MJO prediction skill estimates (single member and ensemble
mean) in Fig. 4. To readily compare our predictability and
prediction skill estimates, the methodology is identical:
except in the predictability case the control is a given
ensemble member while in the prediction skill case the
control is the observation. Please refer to sections 2 and 3
for details of prediction skill estimation. The ensemblemean prediction skill (hatched bars) is higher than the
average single-member prediction skill (black bars) in
all models. This may be because ensemble averaging
helps to remove some of the errors attributable to atmospheric instabilities that dominate the single-member
(i.e., deterministic) forecasts. However, the extent to
which the effects of initial uncertainties are reduced depends on the fidelity of the EPS. A 65-day range for the
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FIG. 4. The single-member prediction skill (black bar) and
ensemble-mean prediction skill (hatched bar) estimates (days) for
MJO for the eight models are shown along with their respective
single-member (tan shaded area) and ensemble-mean (gray shaded
area) estimates of MJO predictability (65-day range).

single-member (ensemble) estimate of predictability is
shown as the tan (gray) shaded area in Fig. 4.
Of the eight models, the ECMWF model shows the
highest single-member prediction skill for MJO with
useful skill up to 20 days and the CFS1 model has the least
skill of about 6 days. All the other models exhibit skill
ranging from 12 to 16 days. The upper limit of singlemember predictability of MJO in most of the models falls
in between 20 and 30 days. The predictability of MJO for
ABOM2 and CFS1 has a lower range around 15–25 days.
The ensemble-mean prediction skill is again highest for
ECMWF (28 days) and ABOM2 (24 days) and is in the
15–20-day range for most of the other models. While the
ensemble estimate of predictability is around 35–45 days
in most models, ECMWF and ABOM2 exhibit slightly
higher estimates of more than 45 days. The lowest range
for ensemble estimate of predictability is observed in
JMAC, around 30–40 days. These results are encouraging
since it indicates that most of the present-day dynamic
models have the scope for improving their MJO prediction skills by up to 2 weeks before reaching the upper
limit of predictability. The large gap separating the singlemember and ensemble estimates of predictability implies
that effective strategies for ensemble prediction would
play a major role in the improvement of MJO forecasts.

c. Spread–RMSE relation in different EPS
While the skill of the ensemble-mean forecast over the
single-member skill would give a measure of the skill of
the EPS, it is equally important to measure the uncertainty information contained in the ensemble member
forecasts. Different approaches and metrics are used
for evaluating the uncertainty information contained
in ensemble forecasts [for a review, see Candille and
Talagrand (2005)]. Evaluating the statistical consistency of
the ensemble is one of the simpler approaches (Murphy
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FIG. 5. (a) Bivariate measure of ensemble spread (solid lines)
and ensemble-mean RMSE (dashed lines) for the MJO in the
different EPSs. (b) The 25-day forecast lead average of the spread
minus RMSE values [set of solid and dashed curves in (a)] for each
model, plotted against the corresponding values of skill improvement (day) in ensemble means over single-member forecasts
(width of hatched area in Fig. 4).

1973). In a statistically consistent ensemble, the rootmean-square error (RMSE) of the ensemble mean
(computed over a sufficiently large sample) will be equal
to the ensemble standard deviation (ensemble spread)
(Whitaker and Loughe 1998) at all forecast leads.
The relationship between the ensemble spread and the
ensemble-mean RMSE for the MJO is explored in the eight
models. Both estimates were made following the form
suited for finite size ensembles as defined by Leutbecher
and Palmer (2008).
For each hindcast initial condition and each forecast
lead day, a bivariate measure of the ensemble spread for
MJO is defined as the combined standard deviations of
the RMM1 and RMM2 values in the ensemble member
hindcasts about their respective ensemble-mean values,
and the average is computed over all winter initial
conditions (similar to the error and signal estimation).
The bivariate measure of the ensemble-mean RMSE for
MJO is estimated by computing the root-mean-square
difference between the observed and forecasted RMM
values in ensemble-mean hindcasts (following Lin et al.
2008). Figure 5a shows the ensemble spread (solid lines)
and ensemble-mean RMSE (dotted lines) estimates as
a function of hindcast lead for the eight EPSs. The
spread is lower than the RMSE in all models, indicating
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that all the EPSs are underdispersive for the MJO. An
underdispersive ensemble is one that does not account
for all sources of error from internal dynamics (Buizza
et al. 1999). The level of dispersion in the different EPS
can be measured from the closeness of the spread (solid
curves) and RMSE (dashed curves) values. From Fig. 5a,
it can be seen that these two curves are closest to each
other for ABOM2. For better comprehension of the level
of dispersion in the eight EPSs in Fig. 5a, the average
difference between the spread and RMSE (from Fig. 5a)
for the first 25 days of hindcast is plotted against the skill
of the EPS in Fig. 5b. The skill of the EPS is defined as the
improvement of ensemble-mean prediction skill over
single-member prediction skill (hatched area in Fig. 4).
A smaller negative value on the x axis of Fig. 5b reflects
a better dispersed EPS for the MJO. By this measure,
ABOM2, ECMWF, and ABOM1 exhibit relatively better dispersed EPSs and are associated with higher
ensemble-mean skill. In a recent study, Hudson et al.
(2013) have shown how the coupled bred vector ensemble generation approach in ABOM2 produces better
dispersed ensembles as compared to ABOM1. They also
argue that lagged atmospheric initial conditions as in
ABOM1 can often lead to underdispersion of ensembles.
While this difference in level of dispersion between
ABOM1 and ABOM2 holds well in our analysis, much
higher levels of underdispersion are observed in the other
models that have used widely different approaches for
ensemble generation. However, we would refrain from
making any further comparisons or conclusions at this
stage.

5. Summary and conclusions
The predictability of boreal winter MJO (November–
March) is investigated by analyzing hindcasts from eight
GCMs participating in the ISVHE initiative. The MJO
in the hindcasts were extracted by projecting the hindcast OLR and 850- and 200-hPa wind fields on to the
observed WH04 combined EOFs. MJO predictability
was assessed based on these RMM values. For a given
model, the ensemble hindcasts are considered as a pool
of ‘‘control’’ and ‘‘perturbed’’ hindcasts. Measuring the
divergence of MJO in a pair of ensemble member
hindcasts is considered equivalent to measuring the divergence of MJO in a perfect model setup. The signal to
noise ratio method for predictability estimation used by
previous studies like Waliser et al. (2003), Liess et al.
(2005), and Fu et al. (2007, 2008) is adopted in this study.
Two approaches are used to estimate the MJO predictability: that is, the single-member estimate and the
ensemble estimate. Single-member predictability was derived from the divergence of ensemble member hindcast
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pairs: one of which is treated as the control and the other is
treated as the perturbed. When assessing ensemble predictability, the divergence of an ensemble member hindcast is measured with respect to the ensemble-mean
hindcast of all other ensemble members. On an average,
a 20–30-day MJO single-member predictability is exhibited in the collection of the eight ISVHE models and
the ensemble estimate of MJO predictability is often between 35 and 45 days (Fig. 4). The dependence of the
predictability estimates on the MJO amplitude and phase
during hindcast initiation shows a lower predictability
(often by 5–10 days) for hindcasts initiated from weak
MJO conditions (Fig. 2), as compared to those initiated
from strong MJO conditions (Fig. 1). A systematic phase
dependency was not observed in all models. The ABOM1,
ABOM2, and ECMWF models exhibited some phase
dependence with slightly higher predictability for hindcasts initiated from MJO phases 2, 3, 6, or 7 (Fig. 3a). It
was also noted that in most models the predictability associated with hindcasts initiated from phases 2 and 3 was
equal to or even higher that the predictability associated
with the other MJO phases, giving a range of around 20
days. This implies that the so-called Maritime Continent
prediction barrier may not be an intrinsic predictability
limitation. The predictability of primary and secondary
MJO events was also examined based on the classification
by Straub (2013). Four of the eight models showed a
higher predictability for secondary MJO events as compared to primary events (Fig. 3b). Comparison of the
predictability estimates with the prediction skill of the
models reveals that, for all models, the present-day singlemember prediction skills can be further improved by at
least 1 week before achieving the single-member predictability limit. The relation between ensemble spread
and ensemble-mean RMSE for the MJO was also analyzed in the eight EPSs. While all the EPSs were found to
be underdispersed for the MJO, the EPSs of the ABOM2,
ECMWF, and ABOM1 models were found to be the ones
relatively better dispersed for the MJO, and this is also
reflected in the better MJO prediction skill for these
models. The results indicate that, in addition to the efforts
toward model and initial condition improvements, dedicated efforts should also be directed toward developing
better ensemble prediction strategies. The notable differences in MJO prediction skill brought out by tailored
ensemble prediction approaches for the MJO (e.g., Ham
et al. 2012; Chikamoto et al. 2007) point to the open areas
of research for further extending the MJO prediction capabilities using dynamical models.
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